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Figure 1: C2-1-1 Partitioned by Function

ABSTRACT

Intellectual property (IP) is currently embedded in both software and
hardware that are used in almost every area of society today. As
companies can typically have billions of dollars invested in such IP, the
theft of IP has become a major concern for tech companies and
countries around the world. This research concerns efficient
algorithms for generating polymorphic variants of programs
represented as Boolean logic circuits, which can serve as a defense
against adversarial reverse engineering and, ultimately, IP theft.

MOTIVATION

An iterative selection/replacement (ISR) algorithm [1,2] selects small
parts of a circuit (a selection of gates or sub-circuit) and then replaces
those gates with a functionally equivalent sub-circuit. Doing this
repetitively induces overlapping structural changes until some desired
level of overhead/cost or security is reached.

Replacement can be
accomplished using pre-
generated static libraries,
but it requires factorial
generation time and
storage: this limits ISR to
only small selections. Our
research proposes a linear
time, dynamic algorithm
using Boolean logic
representation.

RANDOM BOOLEAN LOGIC EXPANSION

Given a sub-circuit, we represent the structure as a Boolean
expression. Boolean laws of logic reduction can be applied in reverse
to expand the Boolean expression: we call this Random Boolean Logic
Expansion (RBLE). RBLE randomly selects a sub-expression and applies
a random (if more than one exists) expansion from the set of Logic
Expansion Rules.

o1 = (i0 * i1) size(C)=1

1: ((i0+i0)* i1) rule 8, size(C’)=2

2: (((i0+i0)+0)*i1) rule 11, size(C’)=6

3: (((i0 + i0)+(i1*0))*i1) rule 1, size(C’)=7

4: (((i0 + i0)+(i1*(i0ˆi0)))*i1) rule 3, size(C’)=5

5: (((i0+i0)+(i1*(i0ˆi0)))*(i1*i1)) rule 7, size(C’)=6

o1 = (((i0+i0)+(i1*(i0ˆi0)))*(i1*i1)) size(C’)=6

Logic Expansion RulesCircuit Representation

Example Expansion with Boolean Expression and Circuit Form

ALGORITHM AND METHODOLOGY

C: Circuit

P: Expansion Policy

n: Policy Value

C’: Circuit Variant

Expansion Policies:
• Fixed

n is # of expansions
• Strict Size

n is = # of gates
• Target Size

n is >= # of gates

Experiments:
• Compare circuits chosen

from static libraries vs 
circuits expanded by RBLE

• Determine if RBLE 
produces uniform 
distribution of random 
variants

ANALYSIS AND SAMPLE RESULTS
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We generate and analyze replacement circuits by choosing from pre-
generated static libraries and RBLE expansion. The goal is to determine
whether RBLE creates circuit distributions consistent with static choices, which
are uniformly random. Generated/studied 13,360,000 circuit variants as
semantically equivalent replacements for simple δ2−1−1 and δ2−1−3 circuits

Key Results:
• RBLE exhibited instances

of uniformity under strict
size expansion policy

• RBLE can only reach a
small % of comparable
circuits uniformly vs.
chosen static library
selection under fixed
expansion policy
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